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ABSTRACT 

XR Morphosis is an immersive and transformative experience 

which uses the virtual reality for audio visual experience integrated 

with elements of the real world. During the development we 

explore how physical restriction aligned with VR narrative 

influences immersion, as well as a power of embodied action and 

spatial audio. We attempt to bring users in a new form by giving 

them virtual wings and redesigning locomotion to embody this 

transition.  

CCS CONCEPTS 

Human-centered computing~Virtual reality • Human-centered 

computing~HCI theory, concepts and models 

KEYWORDS 

Immersive experience, transformative journey, embodiment of 

action, sensorial alignment, virtual reality 

INTRODUCTION 
Based on an ethnographic observational study focusing on themes 

and various narratives found at the Hoterget Flea Market and taking 

inspiration from 'Willing suspension of disbelief involves putting 

art before probability' by Janet H Murray's. Hamlet on the 

Holodeck: The future of narrative in cyberspace [13]. 

We created a prototype entitled XR Morphosis. This immersive and 

transformative experience uses sensory (mis)alignment [11] as an 

explorative design, material to enhance immersive 'presence' [18] 

with confining tangible interactions. The group's ethnographic 

research identified role reversals and afterlife experiences to design 

an immersive storytelling experience that encapsulates the 

extraordinary transformative process of metamorphosis from a 

first-person point of view. Here, the group's design aim was to 

explore the use of a restricted jacket when experiencing enforced 

proprioception within a VR environment. A notable achievement 

of this project is this prototype's interactive wing and cocoon design 

which draws upon and combines inverse-kinematics to explore how 

physical restriction can influence immersive interaction. A wide 

range of design tools was used to produce this prototype which 

included working with fabric and velcro, sewing, digital tools like 

Unity 3D, Blender, Adobe's premiere pro, photoshop and 

illustrator, as well as audio production tools like LogicX. From this 

design enquiry, several worthy learning outcomes found stemmed 

from this student project process as the group tenaciously used 

'research through design' approaches to apply and iterate with 

individual best practices for finding and utilizing (mis)aligned 

proprioceptive design considerations regarding creative and 

immersive technologies (CIT.)  

RELATED WORK 
This project is anchored in the research of telepresence in the virtual 

worlds with the help of immersive technologies. This topic has 

great coverage in HCI field of a research ranging from of early 

works by Slater [17], which explored how of avatar improved a 

sense of a presence and more recent researches about truly 

immersive and natural experiences [3]. 

We found also that research about use of immersive technologies 

in performing arts to be inspiring for this project. In the work about 

'Frictional Realities', [16] showed how the interaction in the 

physical world can enhance a sense of virtual presence. Another 

interesting project ‘Becoming Butterflies’ makes a use of 

augmented reality for creating an immersive-educational 

experience about metamorphosis [8]. 

 

Figure 1. Interface of the for flying simulator Birdly [15] 

The group also wanted to explore possibilities of altering state of 

mind of the users as they transform from a human form to a 

butterfly. Birdly by [15] is a great example of a research about a 

person taking completely different form, in their case of a bird. 
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Birdly, however, has a heavy focus on a hardware part with a 

specially designed interface, which moves the body in space (figure 

1). 

DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT 

 

Figure 2. Operative image. 

We drew up an initial operative image (figure 2) [9] and sequential 

description before storyboarding a user journey. The reason for this 

was to aid and keep visually refining the end-user experience 

during the XR-M prototype design process. From this, sequential 

audio descriptions were roughly scripted, which - as the audio 

design process progressed - became an excellent early platform 

build from with regards to designing the environmental audio. 

 

Figure 3. 'Storyboard.' 

Concept Research & Moodboards. 

Building from the storyboard (figure 3), extensive, but time-limited 

butterfly research was conducted in order to reconfirm specific 

caterpillar life cycle details, that would aid visual 

conceptualization. This information included details such as…' 

Butterflies see in ultraviolet light.' 'That Moths' are nocturnal,' and 

in relation to this, 'Butterflies are daytime creatures.' It is also rare 

to see a Butterfly flying at night,' but in modern myth, it is a sign of 

bad luck. These tiny details were impactful as early visualization of 

the project evolved. An example of this is the intimidating forest 

audio sounds needed to coincide with the break of dawn to provide 

a - slightly more - realistic environmental setting.  

 

Figure 4. Cocoon Color Patterns 

Figure of Cocoon Texture. 

'Fast & dirty' Mood Boards were then pulled together to draw color 

patterns (figure 4) and texture (figure 5) for the concept art. Using 

this as a platform, more surreal and graphic environments, Interior 

cocoon textures and preparatory butterfly wing patterns were 

constructed and used as a preparatory pre-Unity first step with 

regards to being reproduced them as 3D images. 

 

Figure 5. Textures 
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Tangibility Design & Integration. 

The cocoon’s physical interaction and tangibility was a key 

consideration regarding this aspect of this prototype's initial design 

stages. For this reason, we researched and became inspired by 

straitjacket design (Figure 6) considerations regarding confinement 

and release to enhance the overall immersive experience.  

 

Figure 6. straitjacket 

We tested the straitjacket prototype during our initial prototyping 

phase. Fabrics were selected in accordance to the texture and 

durability for the project, and so a variety of sketches and 'fittings' 

were attempted through this early stage and peer feedback became 

crucial during this stage of development. We decided to test out the 

design by using scotch tape and a shawl while testing the 

immersion by placing the VR headset on the subject and physically 

guiding him by holding him and moving him around.  

We discovered that this method had ethical flaws as the subject lost 

control in real life (figure 7), it wasn’t flexible, it wasn’t easy to 

open, and it was not reusable on other users. It did give us an idea 

of what needed to be fixed and modified “Critical judgments about 

designs are frequently generative, that is, they help designers think 

in new ways, imagine alternative futures [1]”. 

 

Figure 7. Loss of control 

The restrictive material was manipulated and molded to resemble 

and coincide with the workings of a cocoon. “In this broad sense, 

design can be understood as a process of creating and shaping the 

world [10]” With these design considerations aside, our goal here 

was to achieve the highest level of immersion. That was 

comfortable and 'snug' as to reflect a cocoon experience (figure 8) 

[12].  

 

Figure 8. cocoon experience 

To bring the design to reality we explored different materials like 

cotton shawl, plastic and other fabrics. In addition, we also 

explored different colors but finalized on a cashmere-like fabric 

(figure 9). To hold the fabric in place while keeping it flexible to 

easily escape we decided to use the Velcro material, which has 2 

parts; (a.) with lots of tiny hooks and (b.) with thin loops. When 

both parts of Velcro are pressed together, they cling and hold the 

fabric together which helped us in locking the cocoon temporarily 

so that the subject could release themselves and it was reusable.  

The next thing we did was tackle the issue of its size being limited 

to just one person, for that we decided to stitch a long strip of the 

loops side of Velcro to make it adjustable for different size of users. 

“In virtual reality, redirection techniques allow designers to 

overcome the physical limitations of the real-world space in which 

VR is being experienced. [11]”   
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Figure 9. Cashmere-like fabric 

IMPLEMENTATION 

Binaural audio/ 3D Sound Design 

Using the earlier sequential audio descriptions provided an early 

platform build to from with regards to designing the environmental 

audio. Rather than creating or finding the 'correct' and realistic 

environmental creature sounds. It was preferable to reimagine the 

different creature noises from other unusual sources and manipulate 

and redefine them to symbolically sound familiar to what audio 

sounds would be expected instead. An example of this within the 

XR-M prototype audio list is the 'ambient wind,' This sound was 

taken from a 'ghostly howl' and spatially dampened, reverberated 

and manipulated in Logic X. Time was allocated to overview 

Reaper, FB360 and Google's Resonance as well as other range of 

binaural DAW's (Digital workstations) for further audio production 

and refinement. However, LogicX was consistent with Mac OS and 

therefore remained the binaural tool of choice moving forward. 

Other unusual sound sources were drawn from 'time delayed', 'eagle 

wings' to formulate a small tree bird's wings,' Whooshing' and 

purposefully alien sounds to keep the end-user guessing and 

unnerving. Additional creature movement audio was manipulated 

from forest human 'foraging' sound clips to reflect the caterpillars' 

wiggling' out from its cocoon and breaking free of the cocoon and 

'flying' into the air. From here all binaural audio design was 

remixed and incorporated and repositioned, using 'panned' 

ambiences and other symbolic forest sounds. All audio files were 

then mixed and mastered and separated before being broken down 

into stems and one-shots, ready for uploading and unity integration. 

Design for VR 

The group has used Oculus Quest for delivering of the immersive 

experience. Unity was used to design an interactive VR 

environment. ‘Virtual Desktop’ was crucial for the development 

process as it provided opportunity for wireless tethering of the 

prototyped scenes and interactions to Oculus Quest.  

In order to design for Oculus Quest was used a package ‘Oculus 

Integration’, which provided a framework for interaction with the 

HMD and its controllers. In order to simulate that the user is located 

inside of a cocoon, 3D model of it is positioned around the player. 

This is done by means of script which copies position of element 

‘CenterEyeAnchor’ to the cocoon and related to it objects. Besides 

the cocoon model there are two globes which also placed around 

the user. One of them is used to project a video which is shown 

until the moment when the user is freed. Due to the transparent 

material of the cocoon this video could be seen from the inside as 

an environment. The second globe serves a purpose to smooth the 

transition to the main environment once the user is freed.  

 

Figure 10. Wireframe view of the initial scene setup 

In the beginning of the scene video globe is visible, while transition 

globe is invisible. Once the user is about to be freed, both globes 

start to scale in size, therefore incorporating the surrounding terrain 

which becomes gradually visible to the user. At the same time, the 

globes are fading in and out respectively to create a gradual 

transition, once transition globe is fully visible it fades out again, 

revealing horizon line. 

The wings are designed in Blender and are animated with the help 

of inverse-kinematics solution provided with ‘Animation Rigging’ 

asset recently released by Unity.   

 

Figure 11. Application of inverse-kinematics for animating the 

wings 
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Pink bones are directional bones. The root of the directional bone 

is attached to the elements tracking controller's position (hand 

anchors in the ‘OVRPlayerController’ hierarchy). The blue bone 

chain has weights assigned to wing mesh and is responsible for 

deformations. The deformation is done by using Unity's package 

for IK movements, script ‘Chain IK’ was used. For it to work, tips 

of the directional bones are used as targets for end of the blue bone 

chain in each wing. Each of the targets is marked with yellow text 

sign. As user moves and changes orientation of the hands, pink 

directional bones moves as continuation of the hand and tips are 

dragging the ends of the wings along with it.  

The attachment of the directional bones to the controllers is done 

by means of custom script which essentially copies position and 

rotation in space to the root of the corresponding bone.  

The attachment of the root of blue chain (root of the wings) is done 

by copying position from ‘CenterEyeAnchor’ element of 

‘OVRPlayerController’.  

The animation of cocoon opening is designed in Blender and baked 

into an FBX file used in Unity. This animation is then controlled 

with the help of a state-machine. To control the animations there 

are two properties used from controllers – position relative to 

‘CenterEyeAnchor’ and presence of continuous rotation. In the 

beginning of experience, as the user is wrapped into a restrictive 

jacket, position of the controllers is saved. While the controllers are 

covered with the fabric the position is not updated by the system, 

however the rotation is still updated. We used this unique property 

to our benefit to estimate the intensity of movements of the user, as 

they attempt to get out of the restrictive jacket. Estimated intensity, 

in its turn, is used as a parameter to manage to which extent the 

animation of the cocoon opening is displayed. The animation is 

fully executed, once the controllers are released (figure 9) from the 

restrictive jacket and can be again tracked by the HMD’s external 

cameras. 

 

Figure 12. Released controllers from the restrictive jacket  

2D TO 3D & Unity 

We looked at 3D give away sites to see which files they used 

and how they were formatted. Turbo Squid etc. 3D Cad 

before compiling the final 2D images that included Unity 

environment skylines and textures and converting them into 

3D assets with FBX format, Obj & Blender formatting. 

During this process, 'Forger' was practiced with and in order 

to learn how to 3D sculpt.  

 

Figure 13. Environment Skylines 

Here some of the group needed to learn additional skill sets 

in order to know how to make and apply textures on 3D 

models like cubes or cylinders (basic 3D shapes in Unity) 

and explored the differences between 2017, 2018, 2019 & 

Beta 2020 versions of unity and UI setups. Learning how to 

design game environments and scene setups with the 3D 

models—importing/ exporting 3D models in Unity 

consumed a fair bit of time. An example here was when 

attempting to refine the environmental 'skyline' backdrops 

into 'skybox' assets, using a six-sided polygon shape.  

 

Figure 14. Unity forest with sky and cloud dome applied. 

Camera setups. Asset store usage. Manipulating these assets, 

using the groups 2D images in Unity, coloring them. Mixing 

them up with other assets but managed to create a usable 

game world environment. The idea here was to merge 

textures onto store assets and begin mixing & matching 

coloring and all-around manipulating Unity asset store 

scenes.  

PLAN FOR USER EVALUATION 

In order to come up with the evaluation strategy of the final 

prototype we reviewed a number of research papers about 

immersive experiences as suggested by Powner [14]. A source of 
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inspiration among others were articles about immersive skydiving 

[5], enabling immersion in mixed-reality performances [16], an 

immersive cinematic experience [19] and a theatre [6]. 

In the aforementioned works, primarily observations and 

interviews were used to evaluate prototypes with the end-users. 

Rostami et al. claim that these methods of evaluation are 

appropriate for evaluating subjective experiences, which includes 

prototype designed by the group [16]. Its purpose is to immerse a 

user in a transformative experience [2]. 

The group's evaluation plan is to find 5 volunteers to go through the 

experience. Each experiment to be filmed for evaluation of the 

reactions in the crucial moments of the experience  [7]. The 

experience will be followed by 15-20 mins interviews. 

During the interviews we plan to discuss impressions about the 

transformative purpose of the experience. After the cocoon, users’ 

arms appear to be wings and flapping them is triggering locomotion 

within the virtual environment. The user becomes aware of this 

through embodied interaction just like with the cocoon. Both those 

interactions are unfamiliar to humans in the reality; however, it is 

familiar through observation of the nature. Therefore, we want to 

explore if the chain of such unfamiliar interactions will create a 

feeling of being transformed in a different form of being. 

ETHICS 

It is important to consider differences between potential users 

before deployment of the implementation prototype such as 

experience with VR, physical limitations and mental state. The 

group identified several ethical concerns. 

Due to the use of a physical restrictive jacket, we expect some users 

to feel uncomfortable. As explained in the design section, current 

implementation allows the users to release themselves relatively 

easy. Still, first part of the experience might be tolerable less by 

some users than the others. Somewhat of emotional discomfort is 

there by design because its aim is to immerse a user in the night in 

the cocoon before dawn. Informing and supervision of the users is 

critical. 

Usage of the arms if in the center of how this prototype works. We 

use controllers’ position and location to trigger transition between 

phases of the experience, as well as arms movements for 

locomotion. This makes it hardly accessible for people with 

motorial issues which concern their arms. It would be relevant to 

research alternative sources of input. A possible quick solution 

would be to increase accessibility by automating some parts of the 

experience, like introducing a continuous wings flap. 

DISCUSSION 

At the core of the VR-Morphosis prototype design, are physical and 

virtual design decisions that were taken to design with temporary 

sensory (mis)aligned confinement and implement this in both 

physical and virtual reality [12]. Interestingly, by doing this not 

only did this positively contribute to the virtual narrative but also 

critically explores subtle and varying degrees of maneuvering for 

the physical and virtual proprioceptive modality that can motivate 

and suspend all and any notion of disbelief [13]. As Mel Slater 

writes 'It can be argued that presence, as a subjective phenomenon, 

may be experienced differently in the different modalities. [11] 

What is interesting here is that the XR-Morphosis prototype's 

virtual mock metamorphosis subtly reinforces the end-user's 

presence as they journey through this story biased VR fiction.' 

Slater's quote will be worth revisiting when considering potential 

new interaction scenarios that underpin the same design values 

regarding situational restriction limitations when designing and 

facilitating for first-person presence enhancement in virtual 

environments. An exciting and result of this project is that 

speculative considerations will be well worth building on from, 

regarding this prototype theoretically centers upon further 

hybridizing tangible immersive experiences with more extensive 

ranges of experimental proprioceptive prop tangibles in order to 

attempt to - 'enforce' interactivity rather than attempting to enhance 

virtual presence. 

REDESIGN AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

There are many ideas on possible evolution of this experience. As 

far as we could evaluate during the design process, restrictive jacket 

produced a positive effect for telepresence. We would like to 

explore this tangible interaction more. Particularly interesting 

would be to make the jacket controlled by the experience, namely 

how tightly it is wrapped around the user. Application of the 

dynamic strengths for tightness could produce higher emotional 

feedback in the cocoon phase. 

Experience during the flying simulation is another aspect of interest 

for future research. We would like to study how motion of the body 

in space could affect general immersion feeling. Bringing some 

instability to the surface where the user is seated, could potentially 

be a simple yet effective solution. 

CONCLUSION 

If the suspension of disbelief incurs when an end-user separates and 

withhold aspects of believable truths in order to become 

emotionally involved in this VR fiction narrative [4] it is essential 

to point out that this XR-Prototype's pivotal and early strength is its 

design ambition. Envisioned artistically from its first' operative 

image [10]' until when an end-user is paced into a restrictive cocoon 

looking jacket, the XR-Morphosis prototype succeeds in being an 

immersive storytelling experience that adopts a POV of a Pupa 

(caterpillar) on the verge of finally leaving its cocoon. By using 

subtle (mis)alignment to compliment the drama and enhance the 

overall immersive experience. Even though this group's explorative 

endeavor included steep learning curves, the product was delivered 

on time and as a Hi-fidelity prototype and thus became a 

transformative experience in itself. In addition to this, several 

worthy learning outcomes stemmed from the overall project 

process as the group tenaciously used 'research through design' 

approaches to apply and iterate to find individual best practices for 
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exploring and utilizing aspects of their previous ethnographic 

observational study, whose themes and story ideas became design 

considerations regarding the creative and immersive technologies 

(CIT) domain and opened up speculative new tangible sensory 

(mis)alignment design enquiries. 
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